Large communication networks, e.g. Internet of Things (IoT), are known to be vulnerable to co-channel interference. One possibility to address this issue is the use of orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques. However, due to a potentially very long duty cycle, OMA is not well suited for such schemes. Instead, random medium access (RMA) appears more promising. An RMA scheme is based on transmission of short data packets with random scheduling, which is typically unknown to the receiver. The received signal, which consists of the overlapping packets, can be used for energy harvesting and powering of a relay device. Such an energy harvesting relay may utilize the energy for further information processing and uplink transmission. In this paper, we address the design of a simultaneous information and power transfer scheme based on randomly scheduled packet transmissions and reliable symbol detection. We formulate a prediction problem with the goal to maximize the harvested power for an RMA scenario. In order to solve this problem, we propose a new prediction method, which shows a significant performance improvement compared to the straightforward baseline scheme. Furthermore, we investigate the complexity of the proposed method and its vulnerability to imperfect channel state information.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
O NE of the main challenges in large communication networks (e.g. Internet of Things, IoT) and telemetry systems (e.g. Low Power Wide Area Networks, LPWANs) is the reliable signal transmission in the presence of strong co-channel interference [2] , [3] . Typically, orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques can be applied in order to create orthogonal sub-channels and separate the adjacent transmissions thus minimizing the interference. In case of orthogonal separation of multiple data streams and increasing number of streams, the maximum data rate per stream decreases on average. Furthermore, the decrease of the maximum data rate affects the packet length and the delay between the packets. In this context, we assume that the packet transmissions are aligned with the duty cycle of the respective node. Correspondingly, with increasing number of streams, the duty cycle increases as well. Hence, the resulting duty cycle can be very long in case of a large number of network nodes, which is usually undesirable. One possibility for reducing the duty cycle is to employ a non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), cf. [4] , where multiple data streams utilize the same time and frequency resources. However, this technique is typically limited to only a few parallel data streams, thus providing limited reduction of the duty cycle compared to traditional OMA. Alternatively, random medium access (RMA) can be used, which usually has a much shorter duty cycle. For RMA, the transmissions from individual nodes are not jointly scheduled in time, but occur with a typically known probability, which can be exploited in order to improve the reliability of signal detection [5] , [6] . Hence, a distinct advantage of the RMA is high flexibility of the system. In particular, the nodes can freely choose their duty cycles according to their requirements and power consumption. Furthermore, RMA can be easily adapted in presence of ad hoc nodes, which can start their transmissions at any time. Although such ad hoc nodes may need to synchronize their transmissions with respect to carrier frequency and timing offset according to [7] , no joint scheduling of transmissions is required in this case. On the other hand, RMA provides an additional uncertainty for the symbol detection. Hence, the design of a symbol detection scheme, which guarantees a high reliability of communication, is even more challenging with RMA compared to OMA or NOMA. Since RMA implies discontinuous transmissions via short data packets, in the following we review the related advancements in this research area. The ultimate performance bounds for the finite blocklength communication have been derived in [8] . These bounds can be utilized for the actual system design in case of the discontinuous transmission with an arbitrary packet length [9] . Furthermore, ultrareliable communication with short packets has gained an increased attention recently, where extremely low packet error rate has become one the main requirements and challenges [10] , [11] . Various works aim at optimizing the resource allocation and maximizing the accuracy of channel estimation under the assumed constraints of ultrareliability and ultralow latency, cf. [12] , [13] . Although the main focus of the research in this context is clearly on the downlink system design, the problem of ultrareliable data uplink has been addressed as well, cf. [14] , [15] . Furthermore, various scenarios have been investigated, e.g. relaying based transmissions [16] , [17] , and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [18] . The authors have investigated the performance bounds given by achievable data rates and the optimal system design for such configurations. Moreover, the feasibility of wireless power transfer (WPT) via short packets has been studied in [19] . However, all these works pose hard constraints on the scheduling of transmissions, which render the proposed methods not applicable to RMA. An even more challenging problem is to design a simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) system, which utilizes randomly scheduled short packet transmissions taking into account the system requirement of ultrareliable sym-bol detection. This problem has been addressed for the first time in [1] , where a step-by-step design of the ultrareliable SWIPT system based on power splitting has been shown. Here, the ultrareliability condition has been defined with respect to the worstcase signal quality by providing a lower bound on the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in each symbol interval. As the most crucial design parameter, the dynamically adjustable power splitting factor (PSF) has been identified, which determines the relative amount of incoming signal power to be fed into the energy harvesting circuit [20] . It turns out, that the design problem requires a prediction of the PSF in each consecutive symbol interval, which has been addressed as well using the method proposed in [1] by taking into account the probability of packet arrival and the length of data packets. The corresponding increase of the harvested energy compared to the naive method without prediction has been demonstrated. This method has been applied to the target scenario discussed in the following.
B. Scenario
For the target scenario, we consider a relay-aided uplink of a large communication system, where a set of nodes is expected to transmit information to a relay node, which may process the received data by means of redundancy reduction, and then forwards it to the base station (destination). For this, we assume that any change in the incoming data needs to be detected as soon and as reliably as possible in order to facilitate a quick response of the system. A packet error may lead to an undesired delay or to a possible false alarm. Hence, reliable communication is required in the considered application. Interestingly, due to the assumed RMA, the signal quality for the detection of each packet varies from symbol interval to symbol interval. Hence, it is not possible to minimize the average packet error rate directly. Instead, the detection of each symbol should be made as reliable as possible. This scenario is applicable e.g. in LPWANs, where the nodes are typically assumed to be far away from the base station. In fact, some of them might be close to each other and would preferably form a cluster and use a relay-aided (or possibly satellite-aided [21] ) backhaul instead of disturbing each others' individual transmissions if no relay is employed. Such a scenario is well known in the field of eventdriven wireless sensor networks (cf. [22] ), where the cluster head would only send a short packet to the next cluster or its parent node, if the sensed data is sufficiently novel and spatially diverse. Similarly, in our scenario, we assume that the amount of data forwarded by the relay is significantly lower than the total amount of data received by the relay from the nodes. Correspondingly, the energy consumed by the relay during its transmission to the destination is also relatively low, such that the relay can even be powered by the received signals 1 from the surrounding nodes. Note, that we do not consider the power consumption at the relay despite a potentially extensive processing complexity. This is due to the fact, that the actual computation can be partially carried out remotely. Interestingly, with increasing number of nodes and equal probability of transmission, the average amount of harvested energy increases, since the variance of the received signal increases as well. On the other hand, more and more adjacent transmissions interfere with each other and reduce the signal quality, such that the communication becomes unreliable.
C. Contributions
In this work, we focus on the design of the relay device. We select the most promising design strategies and provide methods for the optimization of the key system parameter, which is the dynamically adjustable PSF in our scenario. In this context, a practical method based on prediction of the best PSF at the relay is proposed. This method maximizes the harvested energy and guarantees reliable signal acquisition at the same time. Furthermore, it significantly outperforms the naive baseline scheme. Our contributions comprise:
• predictor design in presence of a prediction delay, which results from the optimization of the PSF as part of the prediction. In order to cope with the prediction delay, we propose a novel block-based predictor (BBP), which can be viewed as a generalization of the symbolbased predictor (SBP) proposed in [1] ; • performance analysis under imperfect channel state information (CSI). Here, we take into account a possible deviation of the complexvalued channel gains from the assumed ones in the predictor design and show that the proposed methods are more robust against the CSI uncertainty than the baseline scheme; • complexity analysis of both proposed methods (symbol-based and block-based predictors). In addition, we investigate the influence of the duty cycle on the required number of multiplications in each symbol interval and explain the possibility of remote computation of the PSF; • algorithmic representation of the proposed methods. This paper is organized as follows. The system model with respect to information and energy transmission as well as reliable signal detection at the relay are discussed in Section II. In Section III, the problem of maximizing the average harvested power is presented. Also, a practical method based on state prediction is proposed. Numerical results are shown in Section IV and subsequently the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We assume N stationary transmitter devices, e.g. IoT nodes, deployed in a static environment in close proximity of the relay. Due to the stationary deployment, communication channels between the nodes and the relay are static, such that a sufficiently good level of synchronization and availability of the channel state information at the relay can be assumed. Each node (as well as the relay) is equipped with a single omnidirectional antenna. The relay detects the symbols of transmitted data packets from all nodes, restructures the data 2 , and forwards it to the destination. The network structure is depicted in Fig. 1 . In addition, the relay may harvest energy from the received signals. In this work, we focus on the design of the energy harvesting relay for the described scheme, which guarantees reliable symbol detection. The link between the relay and the destination remains beyond the scope of this work. For the transmit signal, we assume that each node n decides to transmit a new data packet of length L n in each symbol interval of length T with probability p n . Note, that a new packet transmission cannot start during an ongoing packet transmission of the same node. Furthermore, we assume that the parameters T , p n , and L n , ∀n are known to the receiver, e.g. as part of a standard-compliant system configuration. In particular, p n is related to the individual duty cycle of node n and can be initialized either by the node or by the relay depending on the priority of the sensing information from the particular node or on the channel state. Furthermore, the packet length L n can be selected with respect to the performance of the FEC coding and is either considered to be equal to the FEC packet length or to the length of a sub-packet, if methods like Telegram Splitting [23] are applied. The knowledge of these parameters can be exploited in order to improve the system performance as we demonstrate below. For simplicity, the transmit power P t is equal for all nodes during the packet transmission. Obviously, in absence of data to be transmitted, i.e. in sleep mode, the power consumption at the nodes is negligible. Hence, the average consumed power is less than P t P consumed,n = P t p n L n p n L n + (1 − p n ) ⋅ 1 , ∀n, (1) since L n symbol intervals are occupied with probability p n and one symbol interval is left empty (without actual symbol) with probability 1 − p n . This estimate of the average consumed power is based solely on the transmit power during the active mode. A more detailed modeling would include the power consumption during the sleep mode and during the transition from sleep mode into active mode [24] . However, since the focus of this work is on the design of the relay (not the transmitters),
the simplified power consumption model provided in (1) is sufficient for our calculations. The sequence of bits to be transmitted by each node is modulated via coded binary phase-shift keying 3 (BPSK), such that a sequence 4 c n,k [m] ∈ {−1, +1}, 0 < m ≤ L n results for each packet k of node n. In addition, a random spacing ν n,k between packet k − 1 and k is introduced according to the underlying probability of transmission p n for node n. Hence, each node n transmits an infinite sequence of randomly shifted data packets
such that
holds and E m {⋅} denotes the expectation operator with respect to the received symbols in all symbol intervals m from the underlying random process. For the signal propagation between the nodes and the relay, we assume frequency-flat quasistatic block fading with the complex-valued channel coefficient h n , ∀n. Also, the channel coefficient h n is assumed to be known to the receiver, which is a reasonable assumption for a stationary deployed network, as mentioned earlier. The received signal is given by
where w[m] is the additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 . In presence of external interference from other communication systems, the total disturbance variance, which consists of both noise and interference variance, should be employed instead of σ 2 . 5 In the following, we consider the process of packet arrival and its implications for energy harvesting and symbol detection.
A. Information and energy reception
There are two major (classical) methods for energy harvesting in SWIPT (cf. [25] ): time splitting (TS) and power splitting (PS). In the TS approach, the received signal is alternatingly used for information and energy reception. TS is typically employed in scheduled access based communication networks, since TS can be viewed as a special case of scheduling of information and energy transmission. Hence, the use of TS in scheduled access schemes provides a certain level of design flexibility. In the PS approach, the signal is split by a power splitter, such that one part of the signal is used for symbol detection and another part of the signal is used for energy harvesting. For the considered scenario, the TS approach seems to be unfeasible, since some of the nodes may start their transmission during the energy harvesting phase, such that the respective symbols of their packets cannot be detected by the receiver. Hence, PS approach is selected. 6 A basic structure of the employed SWIPT module is depicted in Fig. 2 . Typically, the splitting of the signal power results in a decrease of the signal quality given by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the input of the symbol detector. We model this degradation by adding a white Gaussian noise signal z(t) with the variance δ 2 to the received signal, cf. [20] . Due to the discontinuous transmission via short packets, the harvested energy fluctuates depending on the presence or absence of the signals from 6 In the recent time, there have been attempts to design specific modulation schemes, in particular based on multitone excitation and nonlinear signal amplification, which aim at maximizing the efficiency of SWIPT, cf. [26] , [27] . However, the applicability of these schemes in the context of multiple access and especially RMA is unknown. Hence, we focus on the classical methods in this work. the individual nodes. The mean harvested power is given by 7
where ρ stands for the PSF. Furthermore, we assume 10 −2 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, where 10 −2 is selected as the lower bound on ρ, since at least a small amount of power is needed for the information detection 8 . In addition, η is the efficiency of conversion of the received signal into electrical energy. Note, that in (5) we apply a linear energy harvesting model with a constant η, since we assume that the operating point of the energy harvester is in its linear region. The impact of the non-linear behavior of energy harvesting circuits can be modeled using equations provided in [28] or [29] . With the non-linear model from [28] , the mean harvested power is given by
where ϕ, ψ, and φ are the parameters of the energy harvesting circuit, which can be found via curve fitting [28] . As we show in the next section, for the considered application and objective of this work, the system design is independent from the energy harvesting model. Hence, for the clarity of exposition, we assume a linear harvesting model in (5) instead of (6) in the following. For the information detection, the average SNR after the power splitting is given by
However, due to the discontinuous packet transmissions, the instantaneous SNR
in each symbol interval m might be either lower or higher than the average SNR given in (7) depending on the number of active nodes. In fact, if SNR instant [m] is lower than SNR average due to the collisions of multiple packets from adjacent transmissions, symbol errors may occur, which may significantly degrade the system performance.
On the other hand, if SNR average is lower than
, then the PSF ρ is not properly chosen, since too much energy is put into the information detection and correspondingly less energy is harvested. If we assume a constant PSF, which guarantees a highly reliable symbol detection in all symbol intervals, the harvested energy will always be extremely low. In many cases, the energy harvesting may even be unfeasible. However, it is not possible to obtain a better solution with larger average harvested power using a constant PSF without violating the imposed requirements of signal quality.
In this work, we assume (similar to [30] ) that the PSF can be dynamically adjusted in order to account for the time-varying receive power and the interference from adjacent transmissions. Correspondingly, we denote ρ[m] as the PSF that is used in the mth symbol interval. Note, that the PSF has to be known before symbol detection, since information detection and further processing is done after the splitting, see Fig. 2 . Hence, ρ[m] needs to be predicted before the respective symbol interval. Assuming that ρ[m] can be predicted during the reception of the previous symbol, such that it can be updated before the reception of the next symbol, a symbol-based predictor has been proposed in [1] . This prediction is based on the estimation of transmission probability for each node in the next symbol interval using the observations of previous symbols. Accordingly, the optimal ρ[m] is determined under the ultrareliability constraint using the combinations of signals from the nodes with a non-vanishing probability of transmission. Given the large number of nodes, which can influence the prediction, the calculation of the optimal PSF may require a substantial computational effort. For this calculation, more time than just one symbol interval may be needed. Hence, we can assume that an update of ρ[m] requires D symbol intervals.
Since the next update is only possible after the processing of subsequent D symbols 9 , the splitting factor should remain unchanged for the next D symbols. Correspondingly, the prediction is done for a block of D symbols, such that we obtain a BBP. Note, that for the prediction, we exploit a long-term observation, which is significantly longer than D. However, it is not possible to apply a sequence estimation here, since parts of the packet may be missing and this would lead to an incorrect prediction of the PSF.
One of the problems of the BBP is due to the fact that no additional symbols can be taken into account during the calculation of ρ[m], see Fig. 3 . Apparently, the first symbol from the symbol block, for which the prediction is done, lies D symbols ahead of the last symbol that is taken into account in the calculation. The last symbol, for which the calculation is done, lies 2D symbols ahead. Correspondingly, in order to predict the states for all D symbols of the target block, we need to predict 2D symbols, which leads to a significant performance degradation compared to the SBP. Furthermore, this calculation is much more computationally complex, such that a trade-off between complexity and accuracy of prediction results. An insight into this tradeoff is provided by the complexity analysis in Section III-F.
B. Reliable detection
There are different methods of retrieving the transmitted data of all packets from the received signal y[m]. Among others, successive interference cancellation (SIC) and joint detection (JD) are the most popular ones. These methods (especially SIC) are widely used in the context of NOMA in order to separate overlapping data streams [4] . While JD is optimal for a symbolwise signal detection, SIC is beneficial in sequence detection, since the dependencies among the individual symbols (attributed e.g. to the channel memory or coding) can be exploited in order to increase the detection performance. In the considered scenario, the symbol detection cannot wait for the whole data packet to be received, since the PSF needs to be adjusted before the reception of each symbol or a block of symbols, as mentioned earlier. Correspondingly, it is difficult to exploit the dependencies among the symbols. In addition, SIC performs well only in case of sufficiently separable symbol streams, e.g. in terms of received signal power. In our scenario, there may be no dominant signal power or it may correspond to a very short part of the transmitted sequence, e.g. in the beginning of a transmission, such that not enough information is collected for the accurate interference cancellation. Hence, we select JD for symbol detection. In the JD approach, a new constellation of signal points is created, which results from combining the signal points of all involved transmissions weighted with the respective channel coefficients. As an example, assume that two nodes transmit individually or simultaneously sequences of BPSK symbols, which pass through the individual channels h 1 and h 2 . 10 Consider the mth symbol interval. If only the first or the second node transmits, the constellation points are {−h 1 , +h 1 } or {−h 2 , +h 2 }, respectively. If both of them transmit, there are four points in a joint signal constellation:
Obviously, a symbol error can occur, if the noise signal is stronger than half of the minimum 10 For the clarity of exposition, we set the transmit power to 1.
Euclidean distance d[m] between any two constellation points of the new constellation.
is the normalized minimum distance between any two constellation points. When only two nodes are active in a particular symbol interval, a symbol error in JD may potentially result in a symbol error in each of the respective packets of both nodes. With increasing number of nodes, the impact of a symbol error in JD becomes very high and may render the packet detection impossible. This issue is especially crucial for the beginning of a new packet transmission, which can be missed in case of wrong detection. Such a missed detection may result in a shift of the data within the packet, such that the whole packet would be damaged. Moreover, an erroneous packet detection may lead to error propagation from packet to packet and damage the reception of all subsequent packets. In order to avoid the packet loss and the error propagation, we design the signal detector according to a conservative upper bound on the overall symbol error rate. For this, we consider the signal quality SNR mod [m] observed at the information detector with respect to the most vulnerable constellation points. This strategy is sometimes used in case of a non-trivial multiuser detection [31] . Hence, we determine the Euclidean distance between any two points of the joint constellation and select the minimum distance among all point pairs. We define the modified SNR as
where SNR mod [m] depends on the constellation and correspondingly on the presence of packets from the active nodes in the mth symbol interval. In order to guarantee a sufficiently reliable symbol detection, we assume SNR mod [m] ≥ 13dB ≜ 20. Through this, the upper bound of the symbol error probability becomes very small according to [32] and the communication is reliable. By inverting (9) and using the definition of ρ, we obtain This constraint together with (7) will be used for the design of the power splitter in the next section.
III. POWER SPLITTING OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we address the choice of the optimal PSF ρ[m]. We start with the problem formulation for SBP and BBP. Then we analyze the performance bounds given by a simple baseline scheme (lower bound) and a genie-aided optimization (upper bound). After that, practical methods are proposed, which exploit the available knowledge of signal statistics. Furthermore, the implications for the prediction of the power splitting factor related to imperfect CSI and the computation complexity are discussed.
A. Prediction problem
In this work, we would like to explore the potential of SWIPT for reliable unscheduled short packet transmissions from multiple nodes. In order to account for the varying number of nodes and the corresponding joint symbol constellation, the PSF needs to be continuously adapted. Hence, the goal is to find a good sequence ρ[m], ∀m. In this paper, we focus on the average harvested power P harv (ρ[m]) as a performance metric, which is obtained by taking into account the time-varying PSF in (5) . Here, P harv (ρ[m]) indicates that the choice of the sequence ρ[m] heavily affects the average harvested power. For the SBP, we formulate the following optimization problem using (10):
Obviously, this problem cannot be solved analytically, since the solution to (11) 
Note, that these optimization problems are formulated with respect to the employed linear energy harvesting model. However, due to the monotonic decrease of the harvested power with respect to ρ[m] according to (6) , the solution of the respective optimization problems assuming a non-linear harvesting model would be the same as with the linear model in each symbol interval. In order to tackle these problems, we first consider the feasible performance bounds and then describe our proposed solutions.
B. Lower and upper bounds
For the lower bound of the harvested power, we assume that no prediction of d 0 [m] is applied. Correspondingly, ρ[m] is constant and needs to be selected only once. Hence, it may not be possible to account for the different combinations of packets from various nodes, such that instead all possible combinations of symbols need to be taken into account in a globally joint symbol constellation. For example, assuming again two nodes with individual constellation points {−h 1 , +h 1 } and {−h 2 , +h 2 }, the resulting globally joint constellation would comprise the following points:
Since the maximum number of constellation points is considered in this scheme while the average received energy is equal for all detection schemes, the minimum distance between the constellation points is expected to be minimal, such that this scheme provides the lower bound for both d 0 [m] and P harv (ρ[m]). We denote this scheme as our baseline scheme. Interestingly, one may try to combine the baseline scheme with a suitable forward error correction (FEC) coding, since the PSF does not need to be updated after each symbol interval. The resulting coding gain, which pertains to the selected FEC method, can be used in order to reduce the symbol error rate while keeping the relative distance between constellation points somewhat smaller than without FEC. Through this, the harvested power can be increased. However, no method of sequence estimation for multiple adjacent transmissions in an RMA configuration is known to date. Correspondingly, a symbolby-symbol detection is preferred, which can be optimally done using JD, as mentioned earlier.
Hence, no FEC can be exploited in this case and the described baseline scheme is a valid benchmark for the performance evaluation. For the upper bound of the harvested power, we consider an ideal (genie-aided) prediction of d 0 [m]. For this, we assume that the receiver knows exactly which nodes transmit in each symbol interval m. Although the actual transmitted symbols are still unknown to the receiver, this information helps to eliminate most of the constellation points, which pertain to the invalid combinations of packets. Due to the perfect prediction, this scheme provides a theoretical upper bound for the system performance. However, this method is impractical, since the knowledge about the transmissions, which are about to start, is not available in RMA.
In this work, we do not address the typical trade-off between information and power transfer, which is described by rate-energy region (RER), cf. [23] . RER results from the variation of the PSF, such that the signal quality of the data stream also varies between very low and very high SNR values. Through this, the joint performance bound in terms of maximum data rate and harvested energy is provided. However, in order to guarantee reliable communication, the signal quality needs to be permanently very high, which renders the RER analysis not feasible. Correspondingly, we focus on the harvested power in this work.
C. Symbol-based predictor (SBP)
At first, we consider the prediction of d 0 [m] using a SBP, i.e. if the prediction and the update of ρ[m] is possible within one symbol interval. Hence, the predictor is able to follow all the changes of the time-variant signal quality. In order to maximize the distance between the constellation points, we try to reduce the number of points by exploiting the available knowledge on the signal characteristics, in particular the packet length and the probability of transmission by each node. The idea is to model the useful part of the received signal as a Markov process. Then, using the current state of the process, the next state can be predicted. The prediction algorithm is described in Algs. 1 that has been short-listed according to its probability of occurrence, the constellation points are collected. All these points are likely to be observed in the mth symbol interval and are therefore part of a large joint symbol constellation. Obviously, the number of points in this constellation is smaller than the number of points in the constellation of the baseline scheme. Hence, a gain in terms of the minimum distance and harvested energy compared to the baseline scheme can be expected. Furthermore, the distances between any two symbols of the constellation are calculated and the minimum distance d 0 [m] is obtained. Then, the lowest ρ[m] in the range max
As the focus of this paper is on the maximization of the harvested power, we assume that no prediction errors occur due to very high SNR mod . However, a prediction error can impact multiple subsequent predictions, since the predicted constellation in the each symbol interval depends on the previous predictions. Correspondingly, we suggest to reset the prediction after a certain period of time in order to avoid error propagation and apply a PSF according to the baseline scheme. Of course, in such symbol intervals, the harvested energy would become very low according to the baseline performance. However, due to the reliability condition, the prediction errors are extremely rare, such that the reset procedure can be made rare as well. Correspondingly, the performance degradation with respect to the harvested energy is negligible in this case.
D. Block-based predictor (BBP)
For the BBP, we need to predict the states for 2D symbol intervals using the previously observed symbol sequence. This prediction can be done iteratively according to Alg. 3 in Appendix. The idea is to consecutively predict the states for each symbol interval m using Alg. 2 based on each likely state, which results from the prediction for the previous symbol interval m − 1. In contrast to SBP, BBP cannot rely on a known (already decided) state s[m − 1] as described previously, such that (14) holds and only the states s[m] with Pr(s[m]) ≥ 10 −8 according to (11) are considered. Hence, the number of states taken into account in the calculation of the minimum distance d 0 [m] remains relatively low compared to the baseline scheme despite an increased uncertainty due to a long term (2D symbols) prediction. The resulting likely constellations from all relevant states are combined in order to form a joint constellation, which is stored in u j for each symbol interval j of the block. Then, the minimum distance d 0 [j] between the constellation points is calculated for each symbol interval. The minimum distance d 0 [q(m)] = min j d 0 [j] among all calculated distances is then used for the calculation of the maximum splitting factor ρ[q(m)]. Obviously, this splitting factor is sufficiently large in order to reliably distinguish the symbols in each symbol interval in the given range.
E. Imperfect CSI
In the previous sections, we assumed that channel estimation has been thoroughly carried out as part of the receiver synchronization, which precedes the start of data transmission. Typically, a sufficient level of synchronization can be achieved for stationary IoT nodes, as mentioned earlier, such that highly accurate CSI is realistic. However, some of the nodes may not have perfect synchronization due to hardware imperfections or limited channel estimation capabilities. In fact, each new node can introduce additional uncertainty into the signal detection, which may substantially impact the reliability of communication and the prediction of the optimal PSF. If a pilot-based estimator is employed, which minimizes the mean-squared error (MSE), the possible imperfections of the CSI can be directly deduced from the well-known performance of this estimator [33] . In order to incorporate the uncertainty related to imperfect CSI, we model the transmission channels as Gaussian-distributed random variablesĥ n = h n +h n for each node n with respective mean values h n = E m {ĥ n } and variances E m { h n 2 } = ϑ 2 n , where ϑ 2 n is typically a small percentage of h n 2 . Since the performance of the traditional channel estimators is known, the variance ϑ 2 n can be determined based on the length of the employed training sequence for a given estimation approach [7] . Hence, we assume that ϑ 2 n . ∀n is known to the receiver. Moreover, we assume that only a small number N ah of ad hoc nodes have a considerable channel variance, i.e. ϑ 2 n > 0, ∀1 ≤ n ≤ N ah . All other N − N ah nodes are assumed to have communication channels, which are perfectly known to the receiver, i.e. ϑ 2 n = 0, ∀N ah + 1 ≤ n ≤ N. Due to channel uncertainty, the minimum distance between the constellation points is reduced. In order to calculate the new minimum distance, the channel uncertainty is approximated using standard deviations ϑ n of the channels of the active ad hoc nodes.
As an example, consider two constellation points Q 1 and Q 2 , which pertain to states s 1 [m] = [1, 0, 1, 0] and s 2 [m] = [0, 1, 1, 0], respectively. Assuming a Euclidean distance d[m] between Q 1 and Q 2 under perfect CSI condition and N ah = 3, we can approximate the modified Euclidean distance d mod between them under imperfect CSI condition as
where the standard deviations ϑ 1 and ϑ 2 are multiplied by 4 in order to guarantee that this procedure is valid in 99.994% of cases 12 based on the underlying Gaussian distribution ofĥ n . Note, that the channel uncertainty related to node 3 is not taken into account, since this node is considered active with respect to both constellation points, such that a possible deviation of channelĥ 3 from its expected valueh n would affect both points in the same way. Hence, both points would be shifted in the same direction and the distance between them would remain unchanged. Through this, the observed symbol constellation might deviate from the expected symbol constellation. However, it would still be possible to reliably distinguish between the constellation points for d mod > 0. Apparently, only the channel variations need to be taken into account, which are indicated by the outcome of a logical XOR operation applied to the respective states pertaining to the neighboring constellation points. In the example above, s 1 ⊕ s 2 = [1, 1, 0, 0], such that only the first two standard deviations ϑ 1 and ϑ 2 are taken into account. Obviously, the distance between constellation points is heavily affected by the channel uncertainty and might quickly reduce to very small values 13 even for moderate channel variances ϑ 2 n .
F. Computational complexity
In general, the proposed method does not require highly complex calculations. The most computationally expensive parts of the algorithm are the state prediction according to Alg. 1 and the calculation of the minimum distance between any two points of the resulting joint constellation according to Alg. 2 line 6 and Alg. 3 line 11 for SBP and BBP, respectively. However, the distance calculation can be realized via complex-valued summation, which has a very low computational complexity. For the state prediction according to Alg. 1, we have N realvalued multiplications per state (see line 21). Correspondingly, for the SBP we obtain O(2 N N) multiplications for all 2 N states. For the BBP, the number of executions of the Alg. 1 is related to the number of states pre-stored in u j , which changes from symbol to symbol of the same block. In the worst case scenario, the number of states in u j is equal to the total number of possible states 2 N . Hence, the resulting number of multiplications based on state prediction for the BBP is upper bounded by O (D2 2N N) . For a more realistic complexity estimation, we determine the average number of active nodes as N av = ∑ n pnLn pnLn+(1−pn) . As an example, we set p n = 10 −2 and L n = 20, ∀n. Hence, we obtain N av ≈ 0.168N. Correspondingly, the complexity of SBP and BBP in this case is O(0.168N2 0.168N ) and O(0.168N2 0.168N D), respectively. Interestingly, with increasing probability of transmission or packet length, the average number of observed nodes and the complexity increase as well. This indicates a non-trivial trade-off between the length of the duty cycle related to p n and the computational complexity, which should be taken into account in the system design. A relatively high computational complexity of the proposed schemes may lead to further power consumption at the relay and substantially reduce the harvested energy. Sometimes, this may render the proposed method even less energy-efficient than the baseline scheme. However, the calculation of the PSF can be done remotely, e.g. at the base station. The required communication overhead from the relay to the base station may solely consist of channel coefficients, since all other parameters, e.g. packet length, modulation type, etc. are typically known to the base station. Of course, in case of mobility of the nodes, the CSI needs to be updated at the base station, which requires additional overhead. However, in the considered scenario, we assume a limited mobility, such that the update frequency is low. In the opposite direction, i.e. from the base station to the relay, the PSF values for all possible state transitions need to be transmitted. In total, there are up to 3 N PSF values to be stored at the relay depending on the probability of transmission. Hence, the relay would be able to select the stored PSF value, which corresponds to the current state of the Markov process. If the relay has to calculate the PSF autonomously, the respective computational complexity needs to be reduced e.g. by introducing a maximum PSF, for which the energy harvesting would still be possible. Hence, the algorithm would stop earlier upon reaching this threshold and set PSF to 1. Alternatively, the PSF prediction can be done via machine learning, which would be trained for various channel conditions, states of Markov process and transition probabilities. In this case, the training can still be performed at the base station, such that only the trained predictor would be stored at the relay. Correspondingly, the communication overhead and high computational complexity can be avoided altogether. As a distinct advantage, channel variations would not affect the prediction performance. However, this approach is beyond the scope of this work.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In our simulations, we assume that the nodes are randomly deployed with a distance between 3 m and 10 m around the relay according to Fig. 1 . Also, an equal (maximum) transmit power P t = 20 dBm for each node, a bandwidth of 100 kHz, and a carrier frequency of 900 MHz are assumed. For the signal propagation, a Rician flat fading channel with the line-of-sight factor 3, a path loss exponent 2, and additive white Gaussian noise with respective variances σ 2 = −110 dBm and δ 2 = −75 dBm are used. For the energy conversion efficiency, we set η = 0.5. Each node transmits a packet of equal length L n = L = 20, ∀n symbols with equal probability p n = p, ∀n, where p is a design parameter. For a better accuracy of simulation results, we average over the outcome of 5000 scenarios for each simulation point. In each scenario, a sequence of 1000 symbols is observed, which results from the overlapping transmissions from all N nodes. In this work, we focus on BPSK transmissions, although higher-order modulations are possible, too, as mentioned earlier. However, with increasing modulation order, the number of constellation points increases, which leads to shorter distances between them and therefore lower harvested energy.
A. Ultrareliability
Although the main focus of this work is on the maximization of the harvested power, we provide some insight in the expected symbol error rates (SER) and packet error rates (PER). Since the worst-case signal quality with respect to the closest constellation points is SNR mod [m] ≥ 13dB ≜ 20, the expected SER can be estimated (cf. [32] ) as SER ≤ Q( √ 2 ⋅ 20) ≈ 10 −10 , where Q(⋅) is the complementary Gaussian error integral. Correspondingly, we obtain in case of uncoded transmission PER ≤ 1 − (1 − SER) L ≈ SER ⋅ L = 10 −10 L, where L is the packet length. With coded transmission, such a low symbol error probability leads to nearly zero packet errors after the FEC decoder, which is typical for ultrareliable communication. As a result, the FEC coding rate can be selected very high in order to avoid unnecessary data rate losses. Alternatively, the minimum required SNR mod can be reduced, such that the expected PER would meet the PER requirements. Through this, smaller distances between constellation points can be tolerated by the detector, such that more energy can be harvested. In addition, more nodes can be incorporated into the RMA with this strategy without causing any performance degradation. The optimal value for SNR mod depends on the employed FEC code, such that a trade-off between coding rate (spectral efficiency), harvested energy and scalability of the proposed method (number of nodes) arises. This trade-off requires a thorough investigation and is beyond the scope of this work.
B. Symbol-based predictor (SBP)
The average harvested power using a SBP for different numbers of nodes is shown in Fig. 4 . In general, the harvested power increases with the probability of transmission, since more power is transmitted by the nodes. The baseline scheme has its maximum with N = 4 independently of p followed by a steep decrease. This decrease results from the increasing number of points in the joint constellation, such that the minimum distance between the points reduces. Correspondingly, less energy can be harvested. A similar behavior is observed with the proposed method. However, the maximum is located around N = 5 followed by a slight decrease for N = 6, such that a gain of 5 dB and 7.5 dB can be observed compared to the baseline scheme for the respective probabilities of transmission p ∈ {10 −2 , 10 −1 }. For N ≥ 7, the baseline scheme does not allow any reasonable energy harvesting, such that P harv ≈ 0. For N = 8 and p = 0.1, the proposed method is still capable of providing P harv ≈ 1.2 µW. In contrast, the genie-aided scheme can provide up to 4.7 µW under the same settings, which is 8 dB better than the proposed scheme. The gap between the genie-aided scheme and the proposed scheme can only be reduced, if the required SNR (which is currently set to 13 dB) for information detection is reduced. However, no reliable communication would be guaranteed in this case. In Fig. 5 , the results for the harvested power are depicted as a function of p for N = 6. We observe that both performance bounds increase with increasing probability of transmission, while the proposed method has a maximum at p ≈ 0.3. The increase of the harvested power with increasing p is due to the increased number of packets that are transmitted on average, such that more energy is also consumed by the nodes according to (1) and correspondingly received at the relay. For p > 0.3, the average harvested power decreases, since the nodes are more frequently active and interfere with each other more often. Hence, the state, which pertains to a small d 0 [m], is more likely to occur. This behavior can be typically observed in case of saturation of the transmit power, i.e. for P consumed,n > 0.9P t , ∀n, where the nodes are not able to provide substantially more power and the interference becomes the limiting factor for the system performance. This situation occurs e.g. for p > 0.3 and L = 20.
In order to show the impact of the packet length, we simulate the SWIPT for p = 0.01 and N = 6 and various L. The results are depicted in Fig. 6 . The average harvested power increases monotonically with increasing L for all three schemes, since the nodes transmit more symbols on average, as can be deduced from (1) . Surprisingly, there is no maximum for the proposed scheme as compared to Fig. 6 . As mentioned earlier, the performance is dominated by interference for P consumed,n > 0.9P t , ∀n, which occurs with L > 900, if we assume p = 0.01. Hence, we can deduce from Fig. 7 , that it is beneficial to make the packets longer, since more power can be harvested using the proposed practical method. However, long packets are not reasonable in the considered scenario, since the flexibility of RMA associated with short packet transmission decreases with increasing packet length. Hence, a trade-off between harvested power and packet length will be considered in future system design. Furthermore, we observe a gap of ≈ 4.8 dB between the proposed scheme and the baseline for L = 105 in Fig. 7 , whereas the gap between the genie-aided and the proposed scheme is only 1.25 dB, which is very promising. Note, that the behavior of the average harvested power may change in case of non-linear efficiency of the energy harvesting circuits. Typically, each active node contributes to the joint symbol constellation with additional symbol points and thus reduces the distance between the symbols. Hence, the signal power at the input of the energy harvesting circuits reduces as well. As known from the previous works on energy harvesting (cf. e.g. [28] ), the efficiency of non-linear energy harvesters is usually very low in case of low input power. Correspondingly, less power can be harvested, if the nodes remain in the active state for a longer time, i.e. if the packet length or the transmission probability increases.
C. Block-based predictor (BBP)
For the BBP, we simulate the SWIPT for p = 0.1 and different numbers of nodes. The length of the packets is set to L = 20. Furthermore, the number of packets is set to 10000 for a better accuracy. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . As we can see, the performance of the BBP is very similar to that of the SBP. However, with increasing delay D, the average harvested power decreases more and more, especially with a large number of adjacent transmissions. Interestingly, the gap between these schemes increases with increasing number of nodes as well, which is due to the increasing number of possible states, which can occur within the window of 2D symbols. The corresponding joint constellation has therefore more points, such that the minimum distance between them decreases, which leads to a lower harvested power, as discussed earlier. Surprisingly, the performance degradation due to a longer prediction interval is not large, such that the BBP is a valid practical solution for the considered problem. However, the complexity of this predictor is much higher than for the SBP, which might restrict the choice of D to only a few symbols. In our simulations, we also observed that the relative performance gap between the SBP and the BBP remains approximately constant independently of packet length and probability of transmission. The reason for this behavior is that the accuracy of BBP is related to the number of states, which can be observed within the block. This number of states is mainly dictated by the number of nodes as long as L ≫ D.
D. Imperfect CSI
In order to investigate the performance of the predictor in case of imperfect CSI, we assume that all links have the same channel uncertainty with respect to the transmission channels, i.e. ϑ 2 n = α h 2 , ∀n, where α is the uncertainty factor. The results for N = {4, 6}, L = 20, p = 0.1 are shown in Fig. 8 . Similarly to Fig. 4 , we observe that the average harvested power using the baseline scheme and the proposed solution decrease with increasing number of nodes, whereas the genie-aided performance bound increases. Furthermore, we observe an increasing performance degradation for both practical schemes with increasing channel uncertainty given by factor α. In particular, almost no power can be harvested using the baseline scheme and N = 4, if α > 10 −3 . On the contrary, the proposed method is less vulnerable to imperfect CSI, such that the respective harvested power decreases much slower. Correspondingly, with N = 4 and α = 10 −2 approximately 50% of the genie-aided power can be harvested using the SBP. Unfortunately, this gap increases substantially with increasing N, such that only 10% of the genie-aided power can be harvested with the proposed method in case of 6 nodes and α = 10 −2 . However, the channel uncertainty α is usually much lower in practice due to the typically stationary deployment and correspondingly a very thorough synchronization and channel acquisition.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we investigated the design of dynamically adjustable power splitting at a relay device for the randomly scheduled short packet transmissions and reliable communication. Since the number of interfering packets in each symbol interval is unknown before the power splitting, the optimal splitting factor is predicted based on the previously received symbols. This has been done while guaranteeing reliable communication in terms of extremely low symbol and packet error rate. We proposed two methods, symbol-based and block-based predictors, respectively, which exploit the knowledge of the packet length and the probability of transmission by each node. The symbolbased predictor calculates the optimal power splitting factor for only one symbol interval ahead without taking into account possible delays due to high computational complexity. In contrast, the block-based predictor calculates the optimal splitting factor for a block of symbols of a given length. Both methods have shown a substantial gain of the harvested power compared to the baseline scheme, where no prediction is done. On the other hand, a significant gap between the proposed methods and the theoretical upper bound can be observed, which can only be bridged by sacrificing the reliability of symbol detection. In future work, the limits of the proposed scheme under ultrareliability condition will be investigated. In addition, we observed that the optimal number of nodes, for which the proposed methods are especially beneficial, is relatively low, i.e. between 5 and 8. In order to accommodate more nodes, either the system requirements need to be relaxed or an alternative hybrid medium access should be employed, such that the considered RMA would be part of a larger OMA protocol. In this case, hundreds of nodes can be accommodated. Unlike traditional OMA, each orthogonal medium resource block would be occupied by multiple nodes that transmit randomly. The corresponding harvested power would comprise the contributions from all resource blocks. Furthermore, the impact of imperfect channel state information on the prediction performance has been addressed and the corresponding performance degradation has been reduced via adaptation of the splitting factor to the expected possible variations of the communication channels. For a deeper insight into the predictor design and in particular the trade-off between complexity and accuracy of detection, we provide a complexity analysis for both proposed methods. This analysis is important for the future development and implementation of ultrareliable uplink communication. 
